The California Department of Food and Agriculture (CDFA) places tags on trees for the following reasons:

1. To indicate the tree has been surveyed/inspected for the plant disease Huanglongbing by CDFA crews. This tree tag has been inspected, and can be yellow, blue or white.

2. If it's a sticky tag, these traps help officials track the presence of pests, such as the Asian citrus psyllid, which can carry Huanglongbing.
WHAT DO YOUR TREE TAGS MEAN?

The California Department of Food and Agriculture (CDFA) places tags on trees for the following reasons:

1. To indicate the tree has been surveyed/inspected for the plant disease Huanglongbing by CDFA crews. This tree tag has been inspected, and can be yellow, blue or white.

2. If it’s a sticky tag, these traps help officials track the presence of pests, such as the Asian citrus psyllid, which can carry Huanglongbing.